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The Petulance of Darwinists

Can’t Be True, Even Though the Evidence is There!!

So, this is the gist of it, showing just how intellectually poverty-stricken evolutionists are! A
scientist discovered soft tissue on dinosaur bones. There is the evidence, on the bone! But, the
man’s evolutionist bosses refuse to accept it, because soft tissue can’t survive over millions of
years!! EXACTLY – AND THAT’S THE POINT! It shows, yet again, that the extinction of the
dinosaurs happened very recently in thousands of years, or even centuries, rather than millions
of years. And the man’s bosses sacked him because of it.

I am not sure if the university he worked for allocates only partial brains to their bosses, but
that’s the conclusion, when they are unable to acknowledge the bald facts. Their reaction is not
just over the top – it is outrageous and unscientific. Anyway, that university is now being sued
for wrongful dismissal by the scientist (Mark Armitage, former California State University,
Northbridge Campus). Good for him!

When I was sacked for giving the truth about gays causing AIDS, my college sacked me, but I
had no-one to help, so my career ended. The same happens to any Christians sacked by
peevish, childish bosses.

Ouch – Tampering Hurts!
I remember it well, though I was only about four years old. My Dad bought me a full top-make
clockwork train set. Must have cost a bit in the late 1940s.

Anyway, he set the track out for me and showed me how it worked. But, what did I do? I
tampered with the engine, and managed to remove the metal engine cover. Then, I wound the
engine up and grabbed it. Oh boy!! I let out a loud yell and my mother ran in to find the coil of
the engine gripping the soft flesh of my right thumb. How it hurt!! It took half an hour to slowly
pull the steel spring away from my hand. (My eldest son must have inherited the same daft
genes... for him there was no such thing as an unbreakable toy!).

If I had just played with the set nothing would have happened. But, I decided I wanted to find out
what it did under the cover. Many Christians are like this. They tamper with God’s word and try
to make it say what it does not. Then, they wonder why their faith has evaporated and God
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‘does not work’ for them. If they just read God’s word and applied it, without messing it about,
they’d find God in every utterance!

Is There Such a Thing as a ‘Gay Christian’?
Homosexuals continually publish sewage under the guise of ‘research’ and ‘truth’. But, it doesn’t
alter the fact that it is sewage. The latest book by one homosexual claims that someone can be
a ‘gay Christian’.

I have spoken against this kind of idiocy before so will not take up too much time. A Christian
can certainly fall into sin, sometimes grave. Thus, if he removes his obedience to God he can
fall to the sexual sin of homosexuality. For him or her to fall into actual practices is proof of his
or her dire danger of being punished on this earth by God, even by contracting HIV and dying of
AIDS. This, however, does not make him or her a ‘gay Christian’. It just means they are a
Christian who has stupidly fallen into the sexual sin of homosexual depravity.

To claim to be a ‘gay Christian’ is to add a label to ‘Christian’, one that implies being ‘gay’ is
natural for Christians. This is a lie and a monstrous blasphemy against the Lord. God
specifically tells us that no homosexual (amongst others) will ever enter Heaven. He says He
rejects them and condemns them (not just what they do, but them as persons). A Christian is, in
Christ, pure and holy... BECAUSE of Christ’s purity. But, to say one is saved AS an homosexual
or even BECAUSE of it, is uttering blasphemy.

There is, then, NO SUCH THING as a ‘gay Christian’. The very idea makes me want to vomit!

Rowan Williams – Fool with a Beard
Williams is acknowledged to be an intellectual. But, this does not stop him being either stupid or
godless. Satan garners whom he will, regardless of intelligence and attainment. Williams
recently said that he spends a lot of his time performing Buddhist prayers. He said they help him
to pray. Well, yes, they will – if you are not a Christian!

Buddhism is an occultism. No Christian may enter its evil teachings. In his admission Williams
goes some way in explaining his godless behaviour as archbishop. Going to Buddha to pray is
like asking Satan to guide us towards Gospel salvation!
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Consequences of Godless Inbreeding
As a psychiatric nurse I was well aware of the sociological, psychological and other effects of
inbreeding in those involved. I knew and observed how certain sectors of society produce high
numbers of mentally unstable characters, and tend to be in the very bottom of social
development. Many experienced incest as the ‘norm’.

They had no real aspirations and enjoyed being unemployed as a job! As a nurse, I knew from
hospital records that most patients experienced inbreeding and incestuous relationships, and
some of the resultant diseases, conditions and births were plain proofs of this. Such people
move downwards socially and end up on human scrap-heaps. Sorry if that offends, but it’s a
stark fact.

Only a week ago as I travelled to town on a bus, I looked at a few people with interest. The bus
came from an area of town known for its recidivists, criminals and generally unsavoury people.

My mind mused on how often I noted that folks from those kinds of areas have what can be
called ‘unattractive’ faces and general body build. No, I am not persuaded by looks alone! It is a
simple fact that if you look at such people, in, say, one of those real-life police programmes...
you will surely see how those in poorer areas have similar ‘downgraded’ features? Have you
never wondered why this is so?

To put it bluntly, if you have low expectations you just accept the lowest life has to offer. You will
have little or no chance of getting a job, let alone one with prospects. Mainly because of lower
intelligence (which can be the result of incest or other sexual sins) and a rejection of education.
Though looks are not everything, certain features predominate on these estates – always
council-owned. And none of them is as God meant them to be.

This happens because of ‘social inbreeding’, where criminals link with criminals, violence is an
acceptable form of life, gratuitous sex and promiscuity are rife and ‘normal’ (including incest),
girls get pregnant at the earliest age, even 11 or 12. Eating properly is almost a crime to them,
they see education as a waste of time, and health as a poor substitute for drugs and alcohol,
weed and tobacco. Children of these heavy smokers tend to be weak-chested, small, and
‘weasel’ faced, always susceptible to chest infections. And as they get just a little bit older they
continue the stupid behaviours of their parents (if they know who they are)... and so their
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physical and mental degeneration continues, too. This is because sin has consequences on
body, mind and spirit.

Thus, the offspring of these folks are weakly, sick, and will carry on the same behaviour and
social downgrading as their forefathers and peers. If pressed, I can even describe what these
folks look like in general! But, if you haven’t noticed them yourself, there is no point.

(For those unable to understand general principles, please look away now!)
I love chatting with honest people from whatever background. But, frankly, there is only so much
swearing, blaspheming, spitting, weed-smoking and awful attitudes I can put up with... and I
certainly shy-away from such individuals as a rule. Yes, I know the kind of tut-tuts I am getting
from some readers, who think I should get in there amongst them and show compassion! Last
time I did that my tyres were stolen, someone tried to smash the windscreen with a
sledgehammer, and I was chased by a gang for no reason!

No, I’ll leave all that to hearts-on-sleeves Christians who think they should love everyone no
matter what they say or do. If they like their cars looking like pummelled old metal, and living
amidst filth and foul language, that’s up to them! To be even more frank about it, this is why I
originally moved away from the council estate I lived on. I simply could not take the constant
foul language around me, continually barking dogs, mess and glass on the road, and the foul
attitude and violence of many residents. Yes, most were decent and reasonable, but it was the
foul brigade who ruled the local estate.

So, when I read a very recent study by a psychologist who studied Muslim inbreeding, I took
notice. The reason is that what he said fits what I have observed in Muslim populations abroad
and in the West. That is, the study struck a chord because I can observe the same effects, and
know that I am seeing the gross downgrading of UK society because its findings are true, and
our government is paying inbreeders to stay here. (Note: Some decry the report – but the
deciding factor is – do the facts stand checking?). Decide for yourself.

To put it bluntly, the more immigrants we allow in, the lower standards, education, health and
general intelligence will fall. This is already observable. At some point soon this will reach a
‘tipping point’ from which we may never return, and the recently enjoyed technical and
educational benefits brought about by our western systems will start to disappear as vast sums
are spent on simply maintaining immigrants with excessive health needs and who contribute
nothing to the costs and economy. This is NOT racist – it is plain fact based on research!
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(Source: Research by Danish psychologist Dr Nicolai Sennels, who researched this
phenomenon throughout the Islamic world. Needless to say, he has been branded an
‘Islamophobe’ etc)).

Researcher Sennels observed what many of us can see – that in the Islamic world there are
huge numbers of physical and mental deformities, illnesses and conditions. It is caused by the
Muslim liking for marrying first cousins, as well as the penchant for Muslim leaders to live the
high life while their vassals live in poverty, with poor nutrition, etc.

Christian and most western societies ban first-cousin couplings, because of the genetic
consequences, which are rather like adding arsenic to one’s food over a long period of time. Of
course, Muslims do it because Mohammed sanctioned it! (As my mother used to ask, “If I told
you to put your hand into the fire, would you do it?” Of course not! But, Muslims obey even the
most wicked or harmful of commands).

Sennels asks if this massive and continuous inbreeding has permanently damaged all nations
who practice Islam, by regressing and damaging the gene pool, which affect everything from
intelligence to physical deformities, and even sanity. As about half of all Muslims are thus
inbred, the prospect is frightening... and might easily explain the weird and violent behaviour of
growing numbers of Muslims.

In Pakistan 70% of people are married to first cousins. In England, about half! Similar figures
are found in all the major Islamic countries. Historically the Arab world was once hailed as the
birthplace of major discoveries, philosophy and sciences. But, not today! Now, almost nothing
useful comes out of an Islamic country... just violence.

The BBC discovered that Pakistani Muslim inbreeding accounts for the fact that these families
have 13 times more children with recessive genetic disorders. Though accounting for only 3%
British births, Pakistanis account for 33% children with genetic birth defects. So, by practising
what is illegal in the UK, Pakistani genetic flaws are being paid for by our tax monies! Most
Christians would sympathise with a family who has had a baby with genetic problems. But, how
can we sympathise when the cause is preventable, the result of sin?
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There is more... cases such as cystic fibrosis and spinal muscular dystrophy are 18 times higher
than in British children. Risk of death is ten times higher because of abnormalities. There is also
a 100% increase in stillbirths, and death during labour is increased by 50%. All because of
inbreeding.

Intelligence amongst Muslim children born to first-cousins is significantly lower, so babies
develop much slower... and an IQ of less than 70 is in the ‘retarded’ category. The incidences of
this lower IQ are 400% greater in first-cousin marriages.

What this means is that the UK and the West will bear the brunt of a rapidly degenerating
population amongst Muslims. In Denmark, Muslim immigrants are 300% more likely to fail their
army entrance exams.

Dr. Sennels says that "the ability to enjoy and produce knowledge and abstract thinking is
simply lower in the Islamic world." He points out that the Arab world translates just 330 books
every year, about 20% of what Greece alone does.

In the last 1,200 years of Islam, just 100,000 books have been translated into Arabic, about the
number that Spain does in a single year. Seven out of 10 Turks have never even read a book.”
He adds:

Dr. Sennels points out the difficulties this creates for Muslims seeking to succeed in the West.
"A lower IQ, together with a religion that denounces critical thinking, surely makes it harder for
many Muslims to be successful in our high-tech knowledge societies."

Only nine Muslims have ever won the Nobel Prize, and five of those were for the (nebulous) "Pe
ace Prize." According to Nature magazine, Muslim countries produce just 10% of the world
average when it comes to scientific research (measured by articles per million inhabitants).

In Denmark (Dr. Sennels' native country), Muslim children are grossly over-represented among
children with special needs. One-third (33%) of the budget for Danish schools is consumed by
special education, and anywhere from 51% to 70% of retarded children with physical handicaps
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in Copenhagen have an immigrant background. Learning ability is severely affected as well.

Studies indicated that 64% of school children with Arabic parents are still illiterate after 10 years
in the Danish school system. The immigrant drop-out rate in Danish high schools is twice that of
the native-born.”

But, what does it matter, when immigrants receive automatic payouts from their host countries?

Notice the propensity for violence and murder? This is because another problem of inbreeding
is mental disorders, such as schizophrenia. In Denmark 40% of inmates with dangerous
insanities are Muslim immigrants. This is why Sennels says the West must use measures to
protect itself from this unwelcome degeneration.

“Bottom line: Islam is not simply a benign and morally equivalent alternative to the
Judeo-Christian tradition. As Dr Sennels points out, the first and biggest victims of Islam are:
Muslims themselves and Christian compassion for Muslims; A common-sense plan to protect
Western civilization from the ravages of Islam calls for a vigorous opposition to the spread of
this dark and dangerous religion. These stark realities must be taken into account when we
establish public policies dealing with immigration from Muslim countries and the building of
mosques!”

As one can expect, Sennel’s views are hated by Muslims, who call them ‘Islamophobic’. It is
possible that his work does have a political aim and might therefore overstate certain facts. BUT
THAT’S NOT THE POINT. It comes down to a blunt question – is what he says correct? Are his
figures accurate? If they are, then using words such as ‘Islamophobia’ is an irrelevant
distraction.

I have noted in many TV travel programmes the prevalence of child disorders amongst Muslims,
even in Islamic countries with huge incomes. The figures are either right or wrong, the
interpretation of the facts are either true or they are not. I have no interest in joining sides with
anyone: facts are facts; propaganda is propaganda. And genetic decline where people ignore
basic rules of God are assured. This is just another proof that when sin entered the world every
part of human beings was affected, hence illnesses, conditions and degeneration of body and
mind.
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